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 INSTRUCTION
 1) Cut a piece of natural cardboard to the size of 14x9 cm. Apply the stencil delimiting the writings “Winter Snow” with the paper tape.
 2) Put the Jade Green colour in the lower part of writings with a stencil brush,removing the colour in excess on kitchen paper before applying it. With 
    another brush, apply the White colour on the upper part of writings shading across the part coloured in Jade Green. 

 3) Join the letters of word “Snow” with a thin brush to obtain a continuous writing.
 4) Lay the cardboard on a soft surface (for example an old mouse pad on reverse side) and with a pin mark the points where embroider.

 5) Backstitch embroider, using the cotton embroidery floss 3-ply yarn and block it on the back with tape. 
 6) Fix a wood button on the snow flake centre.
 7) Round the cardboard edges.
 8) Prepare a second cardboard to the size of 14,5x9,5 cm, rounding the edges and paintings the borders in Jade Green.
 9) Glue the two cardboards using a thick double-sided tape.
10) Prepare the support of the card cutting a piece of brown cardboard to the size of 30x10 cm. Fold the card in half and fix the decoration.

 

I used one of Merry Christmas stencil writings to prepare a card in style “Clean and Simple”. Easy does not mean common! To customize my 
project I decided to shade the writing and then embroider it.  A work of patient that makes it unique and precious. 

 

Material
Limited Edition Tommy Art by Stefania 
Jade Green code SH05L

White code SH110
Merry Christmas Stencil code SP300
Stencil Brush code TB9050ZL8

Natural Cardboard
Brown Cardboard
Thin Brush
Wood Button
Needle and Pins
Cotton embroidery floss – 3-ply yarn 
Thick double-sided tape
Paper Tape
Glue 


